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ABSTRACf 

A mcthod of using knowledgc about constrainl.~ be/weell 
words in a technique for reading a running tcxt is presented. This 
knowledgc IS reprC!itnted as a set of allowablc transitions (c.alled 
~inter-word constraint.<;") and a method is given for incorporating 
this knowledge rcpresentation in a system for rcading visual 
imag~ of text. This system first anal,vses the shape of a word 
image to sugg~t a group or neighborhood of words in a dictionary 
(list of words) that contains an input word. The inter-word con
straints are then used to reduct the sil.e of the neighborhood and 
the smaller neighborhood IS used to 'direct further detailed 
analysi~ of the input. Thi~ Pf('i\.'C!iS results in a match of the input 
image to llOe of the words 10 the neighborhood. R~ult.<; are 
reported in thi'l paper on Ih~ performance and COSt of two 
reprC!itntations lor inter-word ("nstrain!..'i. The potential of thC!it 
kno\\. ledgc S()urc~ tt> redu(c the neighborhood Sil.e is explored in a 
seTies of statislIC<l1 c\perimcnt'i. It is shown that the average size 
of a nCighborhood em;uulltcred when a tC);t of 150,(XlO words is 
-read- on a word by word halois is redu~ from 16 to about 2. It 
is also shown empiric.ally that the memory' rieeded for both 
knowledge representations grows linearly with dictionary ,size 
and the total additional memory requirement is about twice that 
needed fOT the original dictionary •. 

1. INIROPVCDON - . 

The development of computer reading algorithms that pos
_ ... the same ven;atility as a human ruder is 11 long standing goal 
,.1 artificial intclligence TC!it8rch. One approach that-hali been fol
lowed in the pursuit of this goal i<; to detenni.ne how humans 
read lind to conven useful ponions of thi!i knQwledge into algo
rithms. Thi!i method wa!l followed by Shillman(lO] in hill work 
on isolated character recognition. lie dctermined the parameters of 
the human character recognition p~ and developed algorithms 
that u!ied thC!it parameters. ' 

The completc. fluent human reading pr~ involve!l-much 
more than just isolated char.lcler recugniiion •. A human reader 
routinely emplo.vs knovdC\ige ahuut the syntactic, semantic. and 
featural dependencie!> he-tween wurds (1,81 Although the use of 
this t.vpe of kmlwlC\ige 'iI'ur~-e In .. n algorithm for rcading tcxt 
has been suggested [91 nil sudl tt'<:hmque is known. 

The U!'ie of featural dependen~les between words (referred to 
as inter' word constrilints) in ~n algorithm for reading text is 
e~pl(lred in this paper. This knowledge is represented in two 
\\ "YS: either as.:. table of .tll(lwuhle t, .. ositions between words, or 
as a tahle of allow.:.hle transitions between the featural descrip
tiun 01 a group of words kalled a neighborhood) and another 
\\OTd_ 1I0th these representations ""pture a different form of 
featural dependenc:v. The word-to-word transitions represent 
kml\\'ledge of the words that can follow a gin'n word under the 
...... sumption thaI the given wnrd can be accur.:.tely recognil.ed. The 
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nelghborhood.to·ford tranSitions reprC!itnt knowledge about legal 
succC!>'iOr words nder thc II'I!lumption that the givcn pred~r 
word can be app , ximatel~ recogni1.ed. Word-to-word transitions 
represent the t;v~ of knowledge people might use when reading a 
text for detailed I content (e.g. journal articlcl Neighborhood-to
word transitions lire a IC!lS specific reprC!itntation that corr~ponds 
to the way people might use featuTal dependencies in a relaxed 
reading situation'lsuch as when reading a newspaper. 

i 2. READING ALGORlmM 

An outline 10f the reading algorithm u!ied to evaluate the 
potential of inter1word constraints i.s prC!itnted in figure 1. This 
OIlgorithm assume$ that its input is a sequence of word images Wi' 

i • 1.2_ that make up an input text. These images are input to a 
word shape computation routine that uses a few gross features 
of a word to dete~mine II neighborhood of word!: (1\,) in 11 diction
ary (a Ii!:t of wor<Js that could occur in a text) that !lhare that 
feature set. This ineigliborhood is then input to the inter-word 
constraints anal,si. routine that uses either the identity of the 
previous word (~I-\) or the neighborhood of the previous word 
(1\;1) along witb an internal table of allowable transitions 
between pairs of r-v0rds or between neighborhood, 5 and words to 
produce a" red~ced neighborhood Nt, . The hypothesis 
verification rout;ine uses the contents of Ni to d11''Cct fUrther 
!!elective analysis ..ff the input image. resulting in 11 rec::o&nition 
decision. The hy"!thesis verification process is di!lCussed in [5] and 
will n!>t be extensively analyi'.e<i in this paper. Rather, the focus 
will be .on the~' fulness of inter·word constraints in reducing 
the number of w rd!I in a neighborhood. thereby simplifying the 
procel!l of hypot 's verification. ..,. ,... . 

. "The' word !' ape' .computation 'procedure used here (more 
fullv described i ,14]) is. designed as' a generator of candidate 
words rather tha 1I!!·a complete' method (or word recognition. 
This tec~nique i5'I' ,balled on ,the de,tection of the following lIix 
featufC!l JO a word Image: ,"": .'"..' , 

O. A signific.ant ifilled space at the beginning or end of 
a word (e.g .. ~he filled space to the right of the shon 
vertical part In II ·c'}. '.. . .' . 

1. 

2. 

J. 

A shon vertical part (e.g .. the leg of an 'r'); 

A longverticlal pan extending above the main part 
of a word (e.~ .. the ascender portion of a 'b'): 

A long ven,~l part extending below the main 
body of a wor (e.g~ the d~nder in a 'p'; 

4_ DOL'! over shott vertical parts (OCl:urs in an 'i'); 

5_ Do~~. ove~ lont vertic.:.1 parl.~ (OCCUf5 in a '0; 

(~ote that these re~lUres are specialized for lower case text. how
ever. th~ _techniquel can be extended to mixed C<lse and upper case 
IOpud_ I hese leilt~res were dUlSen because they eXIst In iI large 
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Figure I. An outline of the word recognition algorithm. 

numhrr (If lower ca:c;e fonts and it is easy to design algorithms to 
urtect them. A neighborhood is comruted by matching the left
to'nght sequence of features that occur in an input word to a 
similar dl$Crirtion (If the words in the dictionary. Several classes 
of errors could be detected at this phase. in~luding incorrect 
feature extraction and the abseoce of an input word in the dic· 
tionary. An example of the word shape and neighborhood compu' 
tation is pre:c;ented in Figure 2. The input word ~shape" is shown 
in Figure 2(01). the rC!lult of a convolution operation used to detect 
vertical parts is shown in Figure 2(b), and a description of each 
component is shown in Figure 2(e). The neighborhood computed 
from the sequence of features ("'02113110· as discussed above) 
determined from Figure 2(e) is shown in Figure 2(d). This neigh-
borhood is I ~shape". ~Iope" }. _. ' .. 

Two procedures for using inter-word constraints to reduce 
the· size of a neighborhood are explored next. Both of these 
methods use a table of allowable transitions to reduce the size of 
the neighborhood of lin input word. This representation is some
what analogous to the thresholded transition probabilities used in 
the. binary n-gram technique for contextual postprocessing (2. 3! 
In the first method for reducing the si1.e of a neighborhood. transi
tions between two words are used. In the second method, transi
tions between neighborhoods and words are used. The discrete 
nature of this representation loses probabili.~ic information. how
ever, it retains significant power. as Will be seen. 

The:c;e repre:c;entations for inter-word constraints are used to 
remove word'! from the neighborhood of a word under the 
lI.'lSumption that either the rrt\'Ntng word was perfectly recog
ni1.ed (for word-to-word trans!tInns), or that the neighborhood of 
the preceding word wa. .. wrrectly computed (for neighborhood-to
word transitions>' The use of word-to-word transitions has the 
advantage of increased IIccuracy while the use of neighborhood
to-word transitions is in:c;ensitive to errors in hypothC!lis 
verification that may have betn committed on the preceding word. 
Figure 3. shows a portion of the data structure needed for both 
the:c;e techniques. If word-to-word transitions are used, a word 
dictionary is augmented by pointers from each word to all the 
words that can follow it. If neighborhood-to-word transitions are 
used, a neighborhood dictionary is provided that includes 
neighborhood-to-word pointers to entries in the word dictionary. 
For example. if word-to-word transitions were being used when 
the word "~hape" was heing recngni1.ed in the phra:c;e "_ a visual 
shape .,_", and onlv "shape~ (i/n follow "visual" in the corpus, the 
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4_ low-vert. 
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Figure 2. An ex mple of word shape computation. (a). An 
input word; (bl. The t rC!lholded output of con\'oluiion with an 
51h:5 bar mask; (d. option of the features detected in (b); (d). 
The neighborhood deurmined from the dictionary of the 
/lrown Corpus (7~ 

neighborhood of "sha ", (which is {"shape", "slope"}) could be 
redu,ed to just "sha "(a perfect recognition). If neighborhood
to-word transitions ere employed and both "shape" and "slope" 
could follow ~4111 (the shape number of "visual"), the neigh
horhuod of "shape" w Id remllin I"shape", "slope"}. 

The projected ormnnce of both forms of inter-word con-
"traint can be dete ed by their effect on the number of words 
that are expected to ur in the neighborhood of a word image. 
This is measured f a large text by tWO statistics, the percen-
tage of text that is uely specified by shape (PER_UNIQ), i.e~ 
the percentage of a . n.text that has a neighborhood containing 
a single word, and tlile average neighborhood si1.e per text word 

'(ANS,), Given that ~tWi) returns the number of words in the 

neighborhood 
dictionary 

word 
dictionary . 

. '. " 

041112 

Figure 3. L'(am 
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% uniq. % uniq. %uniq. ;t;'S, ANS, ANS, genre Nd N, isolated nb·wrd wrd·wrd i late nb-wrd wrd'wrd 
A 11 743 88051 19 71 78 14.1 1.8 1.6 

B 8608 54662 22 74 SO '11A 1.6 1.5 
C 7724 35466 24 S2 S6 9.7 1.4 1.."\ 
I) 5714 34495 27 79 8."\ 1 7.0 1.4 1.3 
E 980] 72529 21 n 80 12.S 1.7 1.5 
F 12622 97658 19 70 78 14.4 1.9 1.7 
G 16126 152662 15 68 76 116.0 2. t 1.8 
II 6628 61702 24 79 8] 7.6 ).5 1.4 

J 14062 160877 21 72 78 12.8 1.9 1.7 

" 8490 5865() 18 70 77 ! 11.9 1.8 1.5 
I. 6285 48462 19 72 8() 9.7 1.6 1.4 
\\ 2996 12127 .12 85 89 5.7 1.2 1.2 
~ 8025 58790 18 71 79 1 t 2.0 1.8 1.5 
I' 7664 59014 19 71 79 11.9 1.8 1.5 
R 4."\62 18447 JO 84 89 7.1 U 1.2 

corpus 43264 1 m3.549 9 :B 39 1 38.4 4.4 3.9 
I 

Table I. Summary of the measures of rotential ustfulnCS'i of /langUage context for lower ca.o;e 
printed text. The results are broken down in terms of the genres ~s well liS the entire text of the 
Brown Corpuli. F.ach genre was pTOCe!>"ied using its dictionary. T~et' allowabl~ transitions were al!iO 
determined from the genre iLo;elr. The percentages of the text Un! uely specified by shape and the 
values of ANS, are shown when words are considered in isolation., hen neighburhood-to-word (nb
wrd) context is u!lCd, and when word-to-word (wrd-wrd) context isl u!lCd. Note thllt N" and N, are 
the number of words in the dictionllry and the text of the indicated gtre, respectivel.v. 

neighborhood of the i'" word in a text, 

1 ~ 
ANS, - - '-' ns(tw,) 

N, i-I 

Where N, is the number of words in the given text. The average 
neighborhood size per teXt word thus measures the average 
number of words that would be presented to the hypothesis 
verification routine by the word shape computation procedure 
w hen it read the gi ven text. 

The potential influence of the inter-word constraints on the 
reading algorithm can be mea.orured by their effect on PER_UNIQ 
and ANS" Since inter-word constraints are supposed to produce a 
smaller neighborhood, PI::"R_UNIQ should be increased and AN5. 
should be decrea!lCd as compared to When no inter-word con
straints are used. Table] shows the results of a study conducted 
on a collection of over 1,000,000 words of text, known as the 
Brown lAlrpus(71 which is representative of contemporary Ameri
can English. The corpus itself is divided into fifteen individual 
subject categories or genres. The PF.R_UNlQ and AN5. figures 
were computed over each genre 8$ well 8$ the entire corpus under 
three constraints. The constraints were: no inter-word constraints. 
neighlxlrhoOO·to·word transitions, and word-to·word tran!iitions. 

Thi~ ~tudy shows that there is a large expected imrrovement 
In performance when either form of inter-word constraint is 
employed. In ~me cases. up to 899'" of text iii uniquely specified by 
shape when word-to-word transitions are u!lCd and only 30% of 
the same text is uniquely specified when no inter-word constrainL" 
are used_ Furthermore. the average neighborhood size per text 
word is reduced from ."\8.4 to 4.4 in the entire corpus and from 
14.1 to 1.8 In an individual ~uhcorpus when neighborhood-to
word transitions are used and from 38.4 to .\.9 in the entire corpus 
and from 14.1 to 1.6 in a suhcorpus when word·to-word 
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transitions IIre

l
· employed. The fact that these figures dror so 

dramatically i dicates that II large portion of the texts could be 
recognized by • nly recognizing the six features dijlCuSMd in sec
tion one and u~ing either form of inter-word constraint. Further
more, the lack 1of a significant difference between the two meas
ures indicates ~at the more specific word·ta-word context adds 
little to the sta~lIticaJ projections.. ThL'i is satisfying from the reli
ability point Or Ii view since the gains provided by inter-word con
straints are in nsitive to the results of hypothesis verification. 
Therefore, it· theoretically possible to recognize a III rge portion 
of the text!; used in this experiment with only six fe4ltures and 
either of the inrr'",ord constraints.· ..• 

i 4, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

, ~' Two ex riments were conducted to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of this . ethodology. The first experiment shows that the 
shape of II wotd can be accurately computed under a variety of 
input conditio~ that include several dilferent fonts and words 
with characte" touching and overlapping. The second experiment 
explores the ~rage required for the transition tables for both 
representationj,0f inter-word constraints. This is to answer the 
obvious questi1s about the practicality of these methods. 

The first. set of experimenL~ tested the ability to reliably 
extract the feat.ures presented in section one of this puper. If an 
accertable degrbe of reliability can be aChieved. it is then reason
able to specul~te on the applicability of this methodology to ., 
more general purpose reading situation. The objective of these 
experiments Wf'lI not to develop an algorithm for recogni7jng text 
in the limited umber of fonL .. currently availahle. but rather to 
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sil(l\' tilal wah ~ lew Mmple leatun, .... that reflect lont' 
Independent dl.Hilctenstlt:s, the nelghhorlwods of words printed In 

,I , • .roet\' 01 fonts c;1O !~ reli;,hlv detemllned. The image dataO;Jse 
contained five complete 24 point font so,mplt'i in fiH dlsplav faces 
L~mer!cana, Il:tslerville lIold, l!emh .. , lI",joni n"ld. and Bouoni 
II,~\I.) tllllt were digltizeu on a laser scanner at a resolution of sno 
binar.v pIXels per inch. ThiS dilta was Olanuallv segmented intn 
dwrat:ters and stored in indiVIdual files. Words were then gen' 
erated hv appending the appruprime character images. 

T,,'o methods were used for fe<lture detection. DOl~ were 
determined bv locating I:onnected comp<ments in the top third of 
the image. Signtfkant verti!:al pdrl~ were detected bv!:on\'olution 
"llh a verlical bar masl.. A resp<mse in the thresholded output 
was considered to correspond tn the vertical pdrt of a character 
onlv if it was large enough and it was signilicantl:v rectangular. 
~e!:tilngularit:v was tested b:v determining if the size of the thres
holded response area took up 6(l'l';, or more of il~ rounding rectan' 
gle. If it did. it was allowed. otherwise it was considered to be a 
spurious response caused by it slanted part ,in 'the 'mage. The 
dimensions of the mask lind the threshold were optimi1.eU b:v 
manual inspection of the resull~ of the masking operation on a 
small number of images in each font. These values remained con
stant for the rest of the experimenl ... An imprOVed feature testing 
procedure that was run on twent:v fonl~ with widely varying 
~trol.e 'II. idths is diliCussed in (6! 

Several experimental runs were made to test the perfor
mance of thi!l algorithm. The top IOU most frequent words from 
the Brown Corpus were used tn generate word images. While this 
is a small sample from the entire corpus, these few words 
represent 48:i.:i55 words nr 48% of the entire text. Test images 
were generated from each word in three \\"a~·s. The first method 
merely appended the individual chardcter images from a given 
font. This i" designed to test the general purpose performance of 
the recognition algorithm on good quality input. The second 
method for generating word images appended the character images 
and moved them horilOntally until the black portions of their 
images touched. The third method overlapped adjacent characters 
b:v two pixels. The second and third techniques are designed to 
test performance in a situation that is easy for humans to compen
sate for but is difficult for a recognition algorithm that requires 
topologically distinct characters. 

The results of these teSts are presented in Table 2." Under 
the first input condition. a J()()Il'D correct recognition rate was 
achieved in all ca!1C!i except the Dodoni Bookface where a recogni
tion rate of 99'1" was obtained. However. this did not result in an 
error since the t'Orresponding shape number did not correspond to 
the shape number of any other word. When the second condition 
was tested. worst case performance was only 95% and best case 
performance was 97'11). When OVerlapping characters Were used 
(the third input condition); worst case performance dropped to 
85%, but the best performance was still 97%' 

Font "...correct %correct %correct 
not touch. touchin!! overlappin!! 

Amer. 100 96 88 
i3as.Bold 100 97 90 
Bembo J()O 96 96 

Ikld.Bold 100 97 97 
Ikld.Book 99 95 85 

Table 2. Result.~ of recognition experiment for the top 100 
most frequent words in the Brown Corpus generated in five 
different fonlS. The performance under three conditions (all char' 
acters topologically distinct. all characters touching. and all char
acters overlapping by two pixels) is shown. 
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These resultsl indicate that wuhoul much tuning. an algo' 
rithm could be d~veloped that accurately recogni1.eU the shape 
number of a word'l An inspection of the reasons for the Incorrect 
cI<lssifications indi4ates that with further <ldjustments ,'f the 
pdrameters, correct :recognition performance could be increased. 

The second ~t of experiment" WaS designed to explore the 
storage overhead imposed bv the inter'word constraint.~ used here. 
The memory needeft to store the dictionaries as well as the two 
types of tranSition, tables was determined. The results of this 
experiment are disp!a:ved in Table 3. A fuJI te"t represenwtinn of 
the dictionary wal> "'!!iumed where e\ery entry is represented b\' a 
single b:vte for each 'character with an extra byte used to marl the 
end of a word. The \w0rd-to-word transition table was represented 
by the attachment: of a linked list to every dil;tionar~' entr\,. 
where each elemen~ of the list contamed a t wo-hyte p<linter \0 

another dictionary eptry as well a.~ a one byte pointer to the' next 
element 10 the list.' A similar setup was used for the shape-to· 
word transition tablt except that a sepdrate dictionary was OI"in' 
tained for shape nlllmbers. More efficient representations could 
obviously be design~ for both data structures, however. these lire 
suitable for comparispn purJlOllCS. 

The results shqwn in Table :i illustrate several interesting 
points. First. it seems liS if the number of links needed for the 
transition tables are i' linear function of dictionar:v size. This is 
shown by the two <tolumns headed Mlinks per dictionary woro" 
where the number or links divided bv the number of dictinnarv 
words is displayed. 'ptese values do ~ot fluctuate ver,v mudl ~s 
dictionary si1.t is increased. thus showing that the storage needed 
for the transition ta~es at least does not increase as a function of 
the square of the number of dictionar:v words. as is theoretically 
possible. ' 

A further obserl,ation about storage requirements is that the 
number of byteS of rt'Iemor.v fnr the linked list representations in 
all cases is less than !tWice that needed for the dictionary itself. 
This leadll to the coJ¥:lusion that the performance improvement 
provided b:v either re~resentation of inter-word constrainl~ can be 
achieved at reasonable1cost. 

, 

\ Sf CONQ.USIONS 

Two methodll of. incorporating knowledge about transitions 
between words (refe+ to as inter-word constrainl~) in an algo
rithm for reading te,t were explored. The reading algorithm 
includes a step in which the shape of a word is computed and a 
group of villually simIlar words are retrieved from a dictionary. 
This group of words 'i!; then used to control further processing 
that determines whichl word matches the input image. Inter·word 
constraint.<; are used to'reduce the number of entries in the initial 
hypothesis SC!t thus i~proVi~g the performance of the matching 
p1'OCe!.."i. • 

The use of tW9 types of inter-word constraints were 
explored in this papet. Both of these techniques use tables of 
allowable transitions a4 their knowledge source. The first one uses 
knowledge of shape-to!-word transitions and the second one u!1C!i 
word-ta-word transitions. The effect of both methods on reducing 
the number of words Ithat initially match an input word was 
explored in a series of ~tatistical eKperiments on a large corpus of 
text. In all ca.c;es the 3yerage number of matches was reduced by 
approximately an orderi of magnitude to the range of 1.2 to 4.4. 

A simulation of ~he word shape computation illustrated il<: 
reliability by showin~ that 85% to 100'1" correct performance 
could be achieved. The: storage costs of both representations were 
also explored and it v.tas found that the Si7.e of the transition 
tables only increases a~ an approximatel:v linear fun,uon of the 
number of dictionary ertries. 'I1H~ total numher of bytes needed 
for the transition tables was shown t(l usuallv he about tWIce the 
number of bvtes needed 'for the originalli't of dictionary words. 

- \ 
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now now bytes for wow \\'·\V b~·tes for 
genre Nd byus.1 links 

links/ 
now links links 

links/ wow links 
d.wrd_ d.wrd_ 

~I 2996 26071 9280 :U 27840 9674 :\.2 29022 

R 4362 J8417 12953 J.O J8859 1.1577 3.1 40731 
() 5714 5.1 825 23049 .1.9 69147 23445 4.1 70.l.lS 

I. 6285 54.518 28335 4.5 85 (lO5 .108J6 4.9 92508 

II 6628 64 089 33996 5.1 101988 .16258 5.5 108774 

I' 7664 67258 34 169 4.5 J()2507 37454 4.9 tl2362 

C 7724 70777 25.512 :U 76536 27101 3.S 81 .'103 

N 8025 69675 .loS 762 43 104286 38155 4.8 114465 

J-.: 8490 75163 .141156 4.1 104868 .U;279 4.5 1148.'1 

r-1L 8608 79779 J5062 4.1 J()S 186 377 ~4-,.L 11.\ .'l4J 

E 98(1.1 90361 45056 4.6 U5168 4902 5_0 147075 

A 1174J Hl7 Jo9 54 ()23 4.6 162069 587.1. .0 176199 

F 12622 117945 54848 4.3 164.544 65535 S.2 1<)6605 

1 14062 13<) 2JO 82285 5.9 246855 90124 6.4 270.172 
(j 16162 155149 8<) 199 5.5 267.597 91144 5.6 27~ 

Table 3. The stnl'llge COlIt for the dictionaries and the transition Ulbl~A full text represenUltion 
for the dictionaries is assumed. and three bytes are needed for each link in he transition Ulbles. byt~sJ 
refers to the number of bytes needed to represent the dictionary. ~n-w Ii "s" and MW-W links" refer 
to the number of neighborhood-to-won! and word-to-word transitions. res tively. 

Therefore. this paper ha;o; shown that a relatively simple 
representation for inter-word constraints' can significantly 
improve the performance of a te"l recognition algorithm at a rela
tively modest cost in additional storage. Future work in this area 
should include additional studies of the storage costs and the 
development of efficient represenUltions for the transition tables. 
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